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INTRODUCTION

A comprehensive but fruitless literature search was undertaken to le rn

what concepts had been advanced on the topic "Responsibility and Authority of

a Network Director" as well as what experiences had been reported by

individuals having held such a position. The initial reaction was incredulity

that among the endless flow of infor ation on how to contain and retrieve the

endless flood of information, not one ( ell, hardly one) word on the management.

Apparently all this change is to occur through the efforts of disembodied

beings.

The thought came to me that as far as the management aspects were

concerned all of the di ussions were like a bikini, what they reveal is

interesting but what they conceal is vital.

One problem became evident. "Network" is a term that means everything,

anything or nothing. Total confusion exists, such confusion no doubt having

some bearing on the lack of discussion on managing the beast. It will there-

fore be necessary to define what kind of a network the hypothetical director

(the subject of this paper) is supposed to manage.

More reading and thinking made a statement by Henriette Avram seem more

and more applIcable.. "Thd'pA- ts; functions and attributes of a library

network are so inextricably related that the examination of any element must

impinge on the other elements.' While every effort has been made to avoid

impingement, the objective proved impossible to achieve. It is impossible to

discuss th rOsponsibLlity and authority of a director without some

overl pping into areas assigned to others.

A tentative preMise has become a conviction in the process of developing

this paper an infOrmation netwOrk, within the definition postu ated, cannot

be separated from an institution or from the participating insti utions. T

a
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separate management of the network from the agencies forming the net ork

in this writer's opinion, doom its success. We are on the threshold of en

entirely Lhanged method and structure for meeting the information needs of

society.

Peter Drucker takes the position that knowledge has become the central

economic resource in today's world. He also postulates that continuing

education is essential and that access to information throughout life is vital.

In discussing this, he says:

"Information is energy for mind work. This is indeed the first

era when energy for mind work has been available. Information

through the ages has been all but completely lacking. At best

it has been expensive, late, and quite unreliable. Most people

in responsible positions today, whether in government, in

hospitals, in research labs, or in business, spend most of their

time scratching to get a lIttle incorrect and unreliable infor-

mation on what happened yesterday.

"The impact of cheap, reliable, fast, and universally available

information will easily be as great as was the tmpact of

electricity. Certainly young people, a few years hence, will

use information systems as their normal cools, much as they

now use the typewriter or the te ephone. Yet the telepho,

eighty years ago evoked somewhat the same panic the computer

now does. In another generation, it is safe to predict, people

will have learned that the computer is their tool and not their

master, and that it enables them to do the mind work they want

to do and are unable to do today for want of cheap, reliable,
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and fast infor ation.

To assume we can "superimpose a network is to fail in developing the

informatfon resources Mr. Drucker envisions. Institutional change into net-

work components is what is required.

1. Drucker, Peter F.
The Age of Discontin t . Harper & Row 1969
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DEFINITION

As used here, network means a statewide system encompassing on a Lormal
basis all types of information agencies meeting specifi d criteria, tied
together with a communication system having bi-directional capacity, including
a look-up system and providing switching capabilities for optimum routes.
The network also provides the capability for communicating with information
networks at the regional and national levels.

Such a network wIll utilize all print and non-print information
resources, most probably will develop original information files, and make
possible an enlarged concept of information service.

If, (to quote one interested person) "this network is to be just beefed
up interlibrary loan" we can never justify the costs.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A NETWORK DIRECTOR

An individual who:

Is visionary yet practical; possesses understanding of the human animal;

has good interpersonal relationships; is committed to the user not the

institution; is knowledgeable in regard to the various types of participating

institutions; recognizes the network must be built strength on strength; is a

skillful change agent; comprehends the need for research and development

before implementation; recognizes the role of management improvement; recog-

nizes the need for retraining; has the ability to generate fiscal support;

utilizes various disciplines; understands the place of law; and is knowledge-

able and effective politically.

At the risk of being redundant, each characteristic will be examined

in greater detail as to why it is important.

Visionary yet Practical

What now seems improbable will one day be ordinary;

consequently in developing information networks the goal should

be based on potential, working back to where we are today. In

this manner steps toward tlse improbable future will be realistic

in terms of achievement. The director must have an understanding

of the potential of computer and communications technology as well

as present limitations. While there are many questions which must

be answered before the future is the present, progress has been

made on solu ions to these tough technical and professional tasks.

An Understandin of Humans

Such an under tanding is needed by everyone, of course, but

to comprehend insofar as is possible hOw humans behave and react
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is a quality so valuable and desirable it is in a special category.

Apparently individuals endowed with this capacity have sensory

antennae which convey important signals alerting him to such things

as: the person isn't saying what he thinks; he is not hearing what

is said; policies will be "interpreted" to suit the individual's

personal convictions on the subject; warning of potential person-

ality clashes; etc.

Many theories of management completely ignore how people

really work (which explains their failure). It is essential that

the person in charge of a highly complex operation be able to

assess management theories in order to accept elements that will be

successf 1 and reject those that will not. Special recognition

must be given to acknowledging that one method does not work equally

well with everyone. This capacity cannot be acquired by people

without it, but can be improved and developed by the person endowed

with it.

One speaker who, as an expert on management, was expounding

on the subject told about the astounding discovery he had finally

made after years of advocating sensitivity training, courses in how

to relate, etc., that "you can't make an insensitive person into a

sensitive one!"

In the early days of aviation especially good pilots talked

about flying "by the seat of their pants." Even in today's highly

techn cal instrument flying,a pilot having this "feel" for inter-

action among individuals and reaction of an individual can make

the differ rice between success and failure.
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the User

We need to have a marketing approach that looks upon the

network from the viewpoint of its ultimate purpose and justification,

that is, from the point of view of the users. What do we really know

about users (and potential users), their expectations, values and

behavior, especially ho do people seek information now. What

studies there are challenge our current approach to meeting "needs"

does not exist. However, there is such a thing as innovative

marketing. New technology needs new markets which were not even

conceivable until the new technology created new demands. The

telephone is frequently cited as an example of the kind of response

possible to operating information networks.

ed he various es Partici atin A encies

L brarians of each institutional type are convinced their

problems are special and that only a member of "their" community can

understand and help solve. Actually, the problems vary more in

scope than in kind. However, there are some deeply rooted philoso-

phies of how the various c mmunities of users should be served that

differ sharply and must be understood. Not all librarians in each

category subscribe to the philosophy of the majority of their-

colleagues, a point also very important to understand. To success-

fully bring these traditionally separate institutions into an

organization which achieves more than interlibrary loan, a working

knowledge of the present situation within each institutional type

is needed.
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Strength on Strength

Not all components of a network will have equal strength, but

all participants should be able to be a contributor as well as a

user (institutional). Criteria for participation is essential. Not

even the largest institution can acquire "everything" yet there

should be a basic structure of strength of resources before turning

to others, regardless of the type of library. How this basic structure

is organized may vary from area to area, state to state, region to

region and even conceivably nation to nation.

Change Agent

No institution and no individual staff member within the

institution participating in the development, implementation and

operation of a network will ever be the same again - if the network

is to become a successful reality. Not everyone likes change. No

one likes all changes, but in developing such a concept a zest for

change is essential, but should be modified by a clear recognition

that not all change is necessarily de-oirable or essential. To be

able to enlist people in an enthusiastic drive to discover desirable

and effecti e changes is a quality much needed in a network director.

to

Research and Development

SkIll in utilizing business and industry methods and techniques

ure information values is a must. The inability of those of

us in information services to adequately utilize research as

planning development may well be one reason for the slo

development as well as failure ome programs.

a means

ess of

The rate, áf technological change is said tobé determined by:
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1. Amount of resources invested in research;

Number of persons understanding the problem and

havinq sufficient knowledge to tackle it;

The amount of effort put in to make improvements

that lean heavily on practical experience. (This

is usually done by a succession of minor improve-

ments);

4. Market structure;

5. Legal strictions;

6. Attitudes toward change;

7. Timing;

B. Willingness to take risks.

We need to be able to measure the effectiveness of information

as well as the efficiency of the information services. It is

acknowledged that it is difficult to measure the value of information,

but is it possible?

The problem was once put very succinctly by Dr. Robert D. Leigh,

"It is easy to arouse the public to the financial and social costs of

an epidemic of smallpox, but how do we arouse them to the terrible

costs of an epidemic of ignorance?"

Management Improvement

Any ne working towardL an operating information network as

herein, defineamust understand that before final programming and

mplementation a searching system analysis of all phases of present
,

operationst must he made and changes in manual pr cedures incorpor-

ate(*- WKY'Rrovi a speedy means of forwarding reque ts and

+delivering the material by facsimile if the library receiving



the requests only handles them once a week? As o today, significant

improvements can be made by improving our internal operations as well

as our attitudes. In the process of working with this aspect, the

enthusiasm for and understanding of the need of further change can be

developed in the personnel within the participating institutions.

The potential for generating management information not now

available is almost limitless, consequent.y careful analysis must be

made as to the kinds of continuing data which may be utilized by all

participants to plan for improved service. Clearly an opportunity

for more precise collection management is basic in network operation.

To capitalize upon the opportunity will require changes in attitudes

and goals.

Retraining

Hand in hand with "retooling" of operations goes retraining

of personnel. Its importance cannot be over-emphasized. Leader-

ship in generating recognition of the need and desire to participate

in programs of continuing education, along witth implementation of

effective programs, is definitely within the scope of the management

area of networking.

Skill in Generating Fiscal _Support

This hardly needs elaboration.

UtIlization of Various Disc lines

We could say that this is like funding, so obvious it needs

no elaboration b t as yet we as a profession have shown no great

inclination b ing into our ongoing planning, development and

operation the non ln ormation science-oriented expertis

12
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contract for technical help but have been slow to add such skills

on our own staffs where the specific knowledge of day to day oper-
.

ations and exchange between disciplines, all with an understanding

of what the problem is, will bring solutions which can be success-

fully implemented and maintained. New and different demands upon

the executive mean new and different opportunities. All the skills

needed must be brought together to solve the problems and to build

a viable operation.

Legal

A clear understanding of the need for statutory authority

drafted in such a way as to provide the necessary legal base, yet

allow for flexibility in operation and development. Knowing how

to handle this aspect in relation to existing situations and in

regard to administrative and legal attitudes about how you interpret

laws can be especially critical in helping to avoid future need for

changes in statutory language.

Knowledgeable and Effective Politicall

Perhaps politics needs to be defined. There are many kinds of

politics although the basic elements in all remain the same whether

in business, family, organizations or government. In this instance

we a e referring to the politics of government regardle s of partisan-

ship. Actually, knowledgea_d effectiveness are not the same, for a

dan haVe::technical knOWledge: of the entire pcditidalperson process

and be totally ineffective. However, to be effective one must be

knowledgeable. Being able to work with the political process in

such a way is to achieve the backing both financialiy and

c,
4..)
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philosophically, for tbe program objectives, is essential to the

successful development of such a complex concep ion as the informa-

tion network.
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ANALYSIS OF RESPONSIBILITY

As we review these "characteristics" it becomes cl ar that in performance

these become res onsibilities. No one individual will ever be able to handle

all of these responsibilities equally well. Perhaps then, the most important

responsibilities of a network director are to assess personal weaknesses and

attract top flight personnel with strengths in the needed areas. Having

succeeded in this, the next responsibility would be to assign personnel where

they can operate most effectively for the benefit of the network and the

individual. Thus organized, provision will have been made for all aspects of

known and potential responsibilities.

Possibly we need two organizations, the innovative and the managerial.

The innovative organization responsible for blue-skying, research and pilot

development. The Managerial organization responsible for the actual

operating network. If this approach appears to be the most productive, the

director has the responsibility to interweave the approaches so that as the

innovations are ready for testing the home institution is read, to become

the pilot project. At this point we are Impinging on struture, which is

not the topic we were assigned.

When all is said and done, network needs will be met if they are

regarded as 2.2portunit1es and n t responsibilities.
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AUTHORITY

Apparently no one has wanted to face up to what authority would be

required to achieve massive institutional change in how information is pro-

duced, organized, stored and retrieved. Society cannot afford to duplicate

the present storehouses but there is nothing to prevent new organizations

arising to serve as producers, organizers, storers and retrievers of all

future information, resulting in the present institutions becoming "vesti ial

remains" of previous eras.

In most discussions of effective organizations the statement is made

that "authority" is needed to get the job done, yet rarely is the scope of

the authority needed defined. Inasmuch as we have addressed ourselves to a

network largely composed of public agencies it can be assumed that the

political decisions (choice between values) will not be easily achieved.

Sources of funding will also have much to do with the assignment of authority.

Perhaps we can only say that real authority will have to be given to

the administrator, no matter how, and some authority will have to be

relinquished on the part of the participating institutions.

In the introduction we stated that institutions will be changed. This

change will come about gradually and no doubt the placement of authority will

change gradually as experience and increased understanding of networking

indicate.
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CONCLUSIONS

The task of managing library networks involving a variety of types of

institutions is an uncharted area. From what we know now the task is so

complex no one individual will have the necessary skills to properly discharge

the responsibility; therefore, networks will bring about new organization

structure and methods of management. The amount and kind of authority will

develop somewhat gradually as the concept takes form and levels of develop-

ment are put into operation.
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ABSTRACT

The task of managing library networks involving a variety of types of

institutions is an uncharted area. From what we know now the task is so com-

plex no one individual will have the necessary skills to properly discharge

the responsibility; therefore, networks will bring about new organization

structure and methods of management. The amount and kind of authority will

develop somewhat gradually as the concept takes form and levels of develop-

ment are put into operation.


